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Three tart-tongued teaching sisters are at the center of the
successful Broadway play, "And Miss Reardon Drinks A Little," that
is being offered at the Eastern Illinois University Theatre beginning Friday through Monday evening, bearing the credentials of
being the first play by Paul Zindel to follow his Pulitzer Prizewinning drama "The Effect of Gamma Rays on Man-in-the-Moon
Marigolds."
It was seen on Broadway early in 1971, and was then toured
across the nation to acclamation, with Julie Harris in the starring
role of the youngest sister, terrified at the realization that she
is slipping into a nervous breakdown.

This is the role that will

be undertaken by Lynn Mara (Anna) at the University Theatre.
Jill Taylor and Karen Vogt (Catherine and Ceil) will play her
sisters who are almost as much mixed-up, but in different ways.

All

of them have been warped by a horrific mother who had to be cared
for during an endlessly lingering illness of which she had the grace
to die only recently.
Or, more accuratedly, two of them bore that burden of nursing
the mother.

They are simmering with resentment that Ceil, the

eldest, had pulled out of the gruesome household to concentrate
on rising in the school system to the post of superintendent -selfishly picking up on the way middle sister Catherine's sweetheart for a husband.

(It is Ceil's problem that he has turned out

to be a dud.)
Miss Taylor is portraying this Catherine, the one who drinks
more than a little, to numb her pain.

Miss Mara as Anna, the

youngest sister, gives Catherine an extra set of reasons to imbibe.
Cracking up, she develops a phobia about death and will not tolerate
the remains of animals around their apartment in the forms of
leather, fur or meat -- reducing Catherine to nibbling lumps of raw
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beef secretly out of a bonbon box, to vary the diet of zucchini
and rice imposed on her.
It is a more public, scandal-rousing aberration of Anna's
that brings a climax to the bitterness of these sisters with
unpaid emotional debts between them.

She has done something

unspecified but certainly naughty with a student in her class.
To escape the embarrassment of this unsavory affair, the hardhearted Ceil wants to send the deranged Anna to an institution,
even thought Anna's wispy vulnerability makes such treatment
seem unspeakably cruel.
The play's poignant main conflict is over whether Catherine
will go along with this plan to dump helpless Anna and thus avoid
a depressing, alcohol-ridden future for herself.

The anguishing

problem is resolved amid a barrage of uproariously funny wisecracks
proving that the sisters have claws that have been dipped in humor.
In addition to Misses Taylor, Vogt and Mara as the wrangling
sisters, the cast will also include Denise Carnes as a cunning
guidance counselor in the teachers' school, with a blackmail scheme
in mind,
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G. Pierson as her harshly honest husband, Krista

Taylor as an obsequious landlady and Mike Salem as a brash delivery
boy.
Mel M. Slott is directing this drama of confrontations and
dredged-up resentments, and C.P. Blanchette is designing the scenery
representing the defeat-drenched apartment where the battle rages.
Tickets for the production are on sale at the Fine Arts Ticket
Office in the Doudna Fine Arts Center.

Tickets are $4.00 for adults,

$3.00 for senior citizens and youth, and $2.00 for E.I.U. students.
Reservations may be made by phoning 581-3110 between 1 and 5 p.m.
daily.
Performances are at 8 p.m. November 21, 22, 23, 25 and at 2 p.m.
Sunday, November 24 in the Theatre of the Doudna Fine Arts Center.
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